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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the topological classification problem for 
homogeneous polynomial vector fields of degree k > 2 in three variables. 
In 1960 Markus [7] (see also [6]) classified topologically the quadratic 
homogeneous vector fields in two variables. Subsequent works relative to 
the differentiable classification of these vector fields can be found in Date 
[4], Newton [lo], Samardzija [13], Vulpe and Sibirskii [14]. 
Let us now consider a homogeneous vector field Q = (Q,, Q2, Q,), of 
degree k > 2 in R3 with an isolated singularity at 0 E R3, i.e., all the Qi, 
i = 1, 2, 3, are homogeneous polynomials of degree k, with an isolated com- 
mon zero at 0 E R3. The vector field defined as Qr(.?) = Q(i) - (X, Qi(.%) + 
X2Q2(X) +X3 Q&f)). X, X = (2, ,X2, X3) E S2, is tangent to the 2-sphere S2, 
and for any regular orbit y of Qr the set 
R.y= (t~pltE[W, pq} 
is invariant by Q and we call it an invariant cone of Q. In case y is a 
periodic orbit of QT, we call [w. y a closed invariant cone. In [ 11, we 
proved that for an open and dense subset of the space of homogeneous vec- 
tor fields of degree two, the induced vector field QT on S2 is Morse&male. 
To any Morse-Smale vector field there is associated a phase space (i.e., a 
partial order among its singularities) [ 111. Let p be a singularity of QT; it 
is easy to see that the radial line through p is a solution of Q. In this case 
we will denote p with a sign - if the solution in the positive direction goes 
to 0 E R3; in the other case p will be denoted with a sign +. Let ,Zk be the 
set of homogeneous vector fields Q of degree k > 2 with an isolated 
singularity at 0 E R3 and such that Qr is Morse-Smale; we define a phase 
space for the vector field Q E C, as follows: if Q EC,, its phase space is the 
phase space of Qr, where the singularities are associated with a sign + or 
- as before. 
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We say that the phase spaces of the homogeneous vector fields Q1 and 
Q’ are isomorphic if: 
(a) the phase space of Qh is isomorphic to the phase space of Q$, 
and 
(b) the corresponding singularities have the same sign. 
THEOREM 1. Any two vector fields in Zk without closed invariant cones 
are topologically equivalent provided that their phase spaces are isomorphic. 
This implies, in particular, that the set of topological equivalence classes 
of vector fields Q E C,, without closed invariant cones is finite. 
The second part of this work is related to the finite determinacy of 
analytic vector fields. 
Let X be an analytic vector field defined in a neighborhood of 0 E R3, 
with X(0) = 0. Consider the power series development X= X, + R, where 
X, is the first nonzero jet of X at 0 E R3. Then X, can be considered as a 
homogeneous vector field of degree k in R3. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that 0 E [w3 is an isolated singularity of X,, k 3 2, 
and assume that X,, is Morse-Smale without periodic orbits. Then X is 
topologically equivalent to X, near 0 E Iw3. 
The corresponding 2-dimensional problem has been solved by Nemytskii 
[S] and Coleman [3]. 
The topological classification of vector fields exhibiting closed invariant 
cones involves questions of a different nature. For instance, in [Z] we show 
an example of a vector field of degree two with four invariant cones. The 
blowup of this vector field yields four closed orbits pairwise joined by 
saddle connections. This vector field has a rigid topological invariant (a 
quotient of eigenvalues of the Poincart maps of the closed orbits). 
However, it is not known if this invariant survives for the original vector 
field near 0 E R3. 
Another question is the determination of the number of closed invariant 
cones. This is related with the 16th Hilbert’s problem. 
In the proof of the main theorem we use strongly the fact that the 
singularities appearing in the blowing up of a homogeneous vector field 
have the stable or unstable manifolds of dimension one. In dimensions 
greater than three, singularities with stable and unstable manifolds of 
dimension greater than one appear naturally. That the construction of a 
topological equivalence in this case is a problem of a different kind, can be 
seen for instance in [9, 151. 
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I. A CRITERION FOR THE CLASSIFICATION OF HOMOGENEOUS 
VECTOR FIELDS IN Iw3 
1. Blowing up Singularities (see [ 51) 
Let Q be a homogeneous polynomial vector field of degree k > 2 in R3. 
We consider the map @: S* x R+ -+ R3, defined by @(CC, /?, r) = (I cos c( 
sin /3, r sin LX sin p, r cos /3). The blowup of Q is by definition the vector field 
Q in S*xR+, such that for every q E S* x Iw+, @*Q = Q 0 @. We find Q in 
the following way: if we define R =C;=, x,(8/8x,) and V,= ~(x~(c?/~x,) - 
xj(a/axi)), i, j= 1, 2, 3, by a direct computation we have 
( 1 
&: Q=(RQ>R+ i (Vij,Q) V,. 
i,.j = 1 
Then, @,[(l/r*)((qo@) w+C:j=, (aiio@) P,)] =Q, where a,= (R, Q), 
aii=(Vii,Q), i,j=l,2,3, @,i?=!PP,(r(8/&))=R, and @,P,=Vti.Then, 
e = (l/r*)[(a,o@) iT+C&=, (aiio@) 8,]. It is easy to see that Q can be 
written in the form 
&J-l 
g(xl,~2,x3)R+ i frjk(fyl,X2rX3) pij 5 
i,j = 1 ) 
x=(x,,x,,x,)ES*, 
where g and fqk are homogeneous polynomials of degree k + 1. The study 
of Q outside of 0 E lR3 is then reduced to the study of & = ( l/rkP ‘) Q out- 
side of S* x (0). 
2. The Vector Field 0 
The expression of Q at an arbitrary point X E S* x 0 is 
where OR(X) = g(X,, X2, X3). i?. 
Then we have that Q, restricted to S* x 0, coincides with Q,. This will be 
useful in the study of the singularities of the vector field Q in a 
neighborhood of S2 x 0. Let X E S2 x (0 > be a singularity of Q, such that X 
is a hyperbolic singularity of QT. Then, 
D&q = DQA3 
> 0 0 *“*g(x) 3x3’ 
By hypothesis De=(X) is a hyperbolic matrix; then De(Z) will be hyper- 
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bolic if and only if g(X) = (R, Q)(Z) # 0. This is true because 0 E R3 is an 
isolated singularity of Q by hypothesis. Each hyperbolic singularity 
X E S2 x 0 of Q will be considered a hyperbolic singularity of Q T, where we 
associate a sign + if g(X) > 0 or a sign - if g(X) < 0. 
Let %“‘(S’) be the set of all C-vector fields, Y 3 1 tangent to the 2-sphere. 
Let g be a critical element (i.e., singularity or closed orbit) of a vector field 
XE !Zr(S2), and cp(t, X) the flow of X. We call p(a) = (X E S2 / lim, _ ~5 
&t, X) = o} the unstable manifold of e and w”(o) = {X E S2 1 lim,, ~ 
cp(t, X) = G} the stable manifold of 0. 
DEFINITION 1. A vector field XE !Z”‘(S2) is Morse&male if and only if: 
(a) X has a finite number of critical elements, all of them hyperbolic. 
(b) There are no saddle connections. 
DEFINITION 2. The phase space r of a Morse-Smale vector field 
XE$Y(S*), is the set of critical elements of X with the following partial 
order, pi, rr2 E f, pi d CJ* if lV’(a,) n W”(a2) # 0. 
We will suppose that Q E Ck ; then by Definition 2, Q T has a phase space. 
Remark. Throughout this paper we will use the letter s for saddle 
points, the letter p for sinks, and the letter f for sources of the vector 
field QT. 
The notation p+, for example, means this point is a sink considered as a 
singularity of QT on S2 and, due to the sign +, a saddle point considered 
as a singular point of Q. 
3. Proof of Theorem I 
LEMMA 1. Let X be a vector field in Iw3, such that X(0) =O, X(x) = 
A . x + R, A a hyperbolic matrix and lim ,./ +0 (R(x)/lxl) = 0. Then there is 
6 >O and a function g(x) defined in a neighborhood of OE [w3, such that, 
g(0) = 0, dg(0) = 0, d2g(0) is nondegenerate and dg(X)(x) # 0 if 0 < 1x1 < 6. 
Remark. Several authors have used Lyapunov functions in order to 
construct topological equivalences, see for instance Wilson 11151, Peixoto 
and Peixoto [12]. 
Proof (a) If 
A= 
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and fl#OoA=p, then g(x)=Axf+px+gx$. Let us write 
X=(X,, X2, X,) and R= (R,, R,, R3). 
dg(X)(x)=21x,X, +2,u.xzX,+2~x3X3 
= 2A2xf + 21-x, R, + 2p2xz + 2ux2R2 + 2n2xi + 217x, R, 
=2(~2x:+p2x:+y12x:)+p(x), 
where lim,,, +. MWlx12) = 0; i.e., given c( > 0, there is 6 > 0 such that 
1x1 ~6 implies Ip(X)/lx121 <c(. Let a be the minimum among 111, 1~1, 1~1. 
Then, Idg(X)I > 2\A2x: + p2x2 + q2x:I - Ip( > 21A2x: + p2x: + 
g2x:I - ~1x1~ > 2~~1x1~ - cllx12 = (2a2-a) \x12>0 whenever cc<2a2. 
(b) If 
A=(: a I) or I!=[: a J, 
1, q # 0, then g(x) = Ax: + Ax: + qx$ or g(x) = A(x: + xg + x:). 
LEMMA 2. For i = 1, 2, consider the vector fields X’(x) = A’ ’ x + R’, 
where 
I”, 0 0 
A’= 0 p; 0 , &,u,, n;>O. 
i i 
0 0 -)?; 
Set q;E W;(O)- (O},j= 1,2 ,..., m, and let sZ’= lJ,?=, s2f be the union of dis- 
joint 2-discs Q.I centered at qj, and contained in a level surface g, l(~), where 
g is given by Lemma 1 and E > 0 is sufficiently small. Let k Q’ + Q2 be a 
homeomorphism, such that h(Qj n WY(O)) = Q,‘n W;(O) and h(q,!) = q,2, 
j = 1, 2 ,..., m. Then there is a topological equivalence h: g; ’ [ -E, E] -+ 
g, I [ -E, E] between X1 and X2 such that hi,, = h. 
Proof We consider from Lemma 1 the functions gj= A1x: + p,xs - qixi, 
i= 1,2, defined for 1x1 ~6. Let %$= g,-‘[ -8, E], E>O, small enough so 
that KC (XE 178~1 1x1 <S}; q(O), W;(O), respectively, the local stable and 
unstable manifolds at the origin for the vector fields X’; cpf(q) the local flow 
of Xi through the point q, t E R. By Lemma 1, X’ is transverse to the level 
surfaces gi’(a), Ial < E. Then we can define the local homeomorphism h in 
the following way (see Fig. 1): 
h(0) = 0 
h(W;(O) rig;'(a))= W",(O)ng;'(a), -E<a<O. 
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FIWJKE 1 
Let h: g;l(s) + g?‘(s), be a homeomorphism such that h(g;‘(e)n 
W’;(O)) = gF’(s) n W;(O) and h 1 Q,! = hl Q,! for j= l,..., m. 
For every qE VI - W;(O), there is an a, /al <E, and qE g;l(s) such that 
q = g,‘(a) n qhr(4), t > 0. Then we define h(q) = g,l(a) n cpfh(q). Since h 
sends the level surfaces of g, onto those of g,, this map is clearly a 
homeomorphism. 
LEMMA 3. For i= 1, 2, consider the vector fields X’(x) = A’. x + R’, 
where 
Set 4’ E V(O) - (0) and let Zj be an embedded 2-disc transverse to Xi 
centered at 4’. Then there is a topological conjugacy h between X1 and X2 in 
a neighborhood 0 E [w3, and disc neighborhoods $E .Zl! c Zi such that 
h(C;) c L’;, h(@‘) = 4’. 
Proof (see Fig. 2). We consider an invariant product structure in a 
neighborhood Ui of the singular point in such way that R(O) = W;(O) n U, 
is contained in a coordinate plane and e(O) = W;(O) n Ui in a coordinate 
axis. Let cpf, t E IF!, be the local flow of X’ and y; the connected component 
of .Zin R containing $. Let xi: Cl + yj, ,Z’i c Ei, be a libration of a 
tubular neighborhood of y; c Ci. 
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There is a neighborhood Si of 0 E R3 and a libration 71;: Si + R(O) over 
W;(O) such that: if c(q) = (n;)-‘(q) then 
(1) Ff(O)_c IQ 
(2) F;(q) is invariant by rp;, i.e., cpf(F$q)) c F;(cpt(q)) 
(3) The induced map in the Grassmanian is continuous 
(4) x;Ic;=71;. 
In fact y: is transverse to X’, so restricting to a smaller neighborhood of 
Gi E y;, if necessary, we can find a closed curve yi3yI which is the boundary 
of an embedded disc 0; neighborhood of 0 E e(O) transverse to x’. The 
cross section XC: over 7: can be extended to a cross section ri transverse to 
X’, over yi and by standard techniques the libration rcl is then extended to a 
libration over y, 
IT; : ri -+ y. 
Then we define 
Wcpf(q)) =4wS(q)), qey, 1~ R, and e(O) = e(O). 
We call Sj= UqEy F;(cpf(q)). By the I-lemma Si is a neighborhood of 0 and 
rci satisfies (l)-(4). In a similar way one defines an invariant libration 
7~;: Ri + p(O), where Ri = lJqEdp c(cpof(q)), for t > 0 and 0; is a disc 
neigborhood of 0 E R(O). Both rcS,‘rcy define an invariant product structure 
in K = Ri n Si, a neighborhood of 0 E R3. 
The homeomorphism h: K + w* is then defined as follows: given any 
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homeomorphism h: aD; +aDp, h: aDy-+aD$, h(ij,)=g,, we extend it to 
0; v 0: -P 0; v 0; as follows: 
and h(O) = 0. 
h(cp:(q)) = 4@(q) t30, qEaD;, 
h(cp:(q)) = cpfh(q) t<o, qeaor;, 
Finally if q E “IL’;, q = l;“;(ql) n q(qJ, h(q) = W(q, )) n I”;(h(q,)); h is 
then the required equivalence. 
Remark. It is clear that a similar lemma holds, with the obvious 
modifications, for any number of discs Xi. 
Remark. Suppose that there is an invariant disc Di, qie Din R(O), 
Din R(O) # 0 (see Fig. 3). Then, in order to construct a homeomorphism 
h such that h(D,) c D2 it is enough to define the fibration n:: Cl -7: 
satisfying Din&! = (~:)~l(g~). 
The proof of Theorem 1. Let us suppose that Q’ and Q’ have 
isomorphic phase spaces. To prove that Q’ is topologically equivalent to 
Q2Y we use the partially ordered diagram of singularities of the Morse- 
Smale vector fields Qil so, obtained by blowing up the singularity. Let us 
start the proof with a singularity f; and let “y; = gi ’ [ -E, E] be a 
neighborhood of this singularity according to Lemma 1. Let Y: be the set of 
all points si (ST or s,:) such that Ws(si) n wU(f; ) # $3. Set {qj ,..., 46) = 
u S,E -Y ?V(s,) n g-‘(E) n S2. We take disjoint disc-neighborhoods i2(q$ of 
qj, Q(qJ c g;l(c), for j= 1, 2 ,..., m (see Fig. 4). We suppose first that 
lim r--r00 (pf(qi)=Si. Then for t- large enough cpf-(q’,) is near to s;; so we 
can apply Lemma 3, where Cj= cpf-(Q(qf)), to obtain neighborhoods ^ w; of 
FIGURE 3 
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s ;, and a topological conjugacy h: K + Y& between 0’1 7v, and Q21w-2 
with h(C,) =C,. Extend this homeomorphism up to Q(q;) as follows: if 
qeC, then h(cph,(q))=cp2,(h(q)), O<t<tr. 
Now, let us suppose that lim,, m (pi(qi) = s,+. Then for t+ large enough 
cpf+(qi) is near to SF; so we can apply Lemma 3, where e(cp’;+(qi))= 
(p~+(Q(q~)) and .Zi= 0, to obtain neighborhoods K of ST, and a 
topological conjugacy h: “w; -+ gz between Q’lw, and Q21w,, with 
h(F’;(cp:+(q:))) =l$(cpf+(qi)). Extend this homeomorphism up to Q(q;) as 
follows: if qE fl(cp:+(qi)) then h(cpL,(q)) = cpT,(h(q)), 0 < t < t+. So far on 
grr(s) we have the homeomorphism 
fi Q(q/v 
j= 1 
h, ,a1 Q2(q,2). 
Then by Lemma 2 we extend h to a topological equivalence still called 
h: Y< + ^y;, between Q’l*, and 0’1 I 2. 
In the case when we have f+ instead off,:, the argument is the same if 
we observe that the surface g;‘(E) is replaced by a transversal sphere aDy 
to the vector field @ (Fig. 5). Here, we also obtain a homeomorphism 
defined in a union of disjoint discs .Q’(q;‘) c aDy, I = l,..., IZ, each one of 
them corresponding to a disc neighborhood of qii E W(si) n W’(f’ ) n S*; 
we extend this homeomorphism to the entire sphere dDl;, and after that, as 
the vector field in this neighborhood is an attractor, we extend it to the 
entire neighborhood following the flow of Q’. We repeat this process for all 
singularitiesf,: andf+ of Qi. So far the topological equivalence is defined 
in regions containing all singularities si, s;, f,+, f ,:. 
The vector field oil,2 is Morse-Smale; therefore, S* is the union of its 
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FIGURE 5 
unstable manifolds. So given a disc neighborhood D; of pz arbitrarily 
small, there is D; a disc neighborhood of pi and a neighborhood of 
8D; n S*, A c aD;, satisfying the following: for any point q E A, there is 
t(q) >O such that 4= cphrc,,(q) belongs to the region, where h is already 
defined and d,,,W E DC This induces a homeomorphism 
h:A+h(A)cD;. On the other hand, if t, > 0, An q:,(A) = @ 
and h(A)n~&(h(A))= 0. We wish to extend h to the region R, = lJoGtGr,, 
cpj(A) in such a way that the image of cp:,,(A) is a differentiable cross section 
to Q*; so we take, in the region R, = IJ OQ Ic 10 &h(A)), a 2-dimensional 
differentiable cross section 2 transversal to the vector field 0’ such that if 
h(q) E h(/i) there is t(h(q)) > 0, such that, cp&,,,,h(q) E 2. So we can define 
h: RI +R2= U~~yw,~/i~ Uoatw,~y~~ d(W), by h(cp:(q)) = d. (r(h(qjj,to) 
(h(q)). 
Let & be a neighborhood of pi, i= 1,2, such that cp:,(A) c a&, 
;i c a&, and a& transversal to the vector field (zi. We extend h to a 
homeomorphism also called h: a& -+ a& and after that we extend it to a 
topological equivalence h: a; + a;, between Q’(a; and 0’1 d; by 
h(qf(q)) = cpf(h(q)), q E a&, t > 0. We do the same with all singularities p;. 
The next step is to look for the singularities p,?. Given ^ y; = g; ’ [ -E, E] a 
neighborhood of p: arbitrarily small, there is < = g; ’ [ -E, E] a 
neighborhood of p: (the neighborhoods K, i= 1,2, according to 
Lemma 1 ), and a neighborhood of g; ‘( -6) n S*, A’ c g; ‘( --E), satisfying 
the following: for any point q E A’, there is t(q) > 0 such that 4 = cP?,Jq) 
belongs to the region where h is already defined and cp$,,h(q) E V2. We 
define the homeomorphism h: A’ + h(A’) by h(q) = cpf,,,(h(q)). Let us con- 
sider, as in the above case, R1=Uosls,qf(A'), R2=iJOGtGro~f(h(A')), 
and 2’ the a-dimensional differentiable cross section in R,, transversal to 
the vector field 0’; for the homeomorphism h: RI + R2 = Uh~q~Eh~,,~~ 
Uo~r4r~h~q~~ cpf(h(q)), defined as above, h(cpi&f')) = 2'. 
We can assume that, there are functions gi, defined in a neighborhood of 
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p:, i= 1,2, according to Lemma 1, such that cp:,,(n’)cg;‘(-I) and 
/1’ c g;‘( -E”). Now using Lemma 2 we extend h to a topological 
equivalence h: 6 = g; l[ - &8] --+“&= g;‘[--8 E”], between Q’lv, and 
~‘I+F~. We do the same with all singularities p’. This finishes the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
II. FINITE DETERMINACY OF GERMS OF ANALYTIC VECTOR 
FIELDS AT A SINGULARITY 
Consider X = X, + X,, , + X,, 2 + . . . . 1 b 2, an analytic vector field, where 
X,, k = 1, I + l,..., is the homogeneous part of degree k of X, X(0) = 0, and 
0 E R3 an isolated singularity of X,. Using the blowing up @: S2 x [w+ -+ R3, 
as defined in Section I, we have that @,(r’-’ .I) =X0@, where 
JT((ji-,,X,,X,)=~,"=, (Y k-‘gk(X,, i,, X3) R+c:j=, rk-‘.&(X1, x2, X3) F,), 
(X, , X2, X3) E S* x { 0}, g, and f,,k are homogeneous polynomials of degree 
k+ 1, k>1>2. 
1. The Vector Field x 
Looking at the expression of R at an arbitrary point X E S2 x 0, we can 
see that for each k, k 3 13 2, C:j=, fi,,,( -1, x X2, X3) P, is the tangential com- 
ponent of X, in X E S2. Then we have that the singularities of xIs~,O are the 
same as the singularities of C,‘,,,= , hjl( -, , x ji-,, X3) 8,= (AC,), (or the same as 
the singularities of the tangential component of the first homogeneous part 
of X, different from zero). 
Let X E S2 x 0 be a singularity of X, such that X is a hyperbolic singularity 
of (X,),. As in Section I, write 
and 
X,(X,, x,, X3) = 2 rk -'g/Jx,, x2, X3) R 
k=l 
X,(X,,X,,X,)= f (xk)T= f ( i rkyjk(XlrX2,X3) 8, . 
k=l k =I i,j= 1 
Then 
DX(X) = ( 
WXM-3 
0 0 2x2 > g,(f) 3x3’ 
By hypothesis D(X,),(-) . x is a hyperbolic matrix; then DX((x) will be 
hyperbolic if and only if g,(X) # 0. This is true because 0 E R3 is an isolated 
singularity of X, by hypothesis. Each hyperbolic singularity X E S2 x 0 of R 
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will be considered a hyperbolic singularity of (X,)r, where we associate a 
sign + if g(X) > 0 or a sign - if g(X) -C 0. Now we suppose that all 
singularities of X are hyperbolic and that (X,)T, 12 2, is a structurally 
stable vector field with no closed orbit. 
DEFINITION 3. The phase space X by definition will be the phase space 
of (XI)=, whose singularities are associated with a sign + or - according 
to the sign of the singularities of 1. 
2. The Topological Equivalence between the Vector Fields X and (A’,), 
According to Definition 3 the phase space of the vector field X is the 
same as the phase space of X, because the sign at each singularity is deter- 
mined by g,(X,, X,, X3). 
THEOREM 2. If (X,), is structurally stable without closed orbits and 
0 E R3 is an isolated singularity of X,, then X is topologically equivalent 
to x,. 
Proof: The same as the proof of Theorem 1. 
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